
 

Morgan - Issue Two - Colloquy

Impe(ditto)rial Silences: How Hamlet's Editors Impede Criticism, Repeat Tradition and Defend
Interpretative Empires

David Morgan

Whereof you dare not speak thereof be silent (maybe no-one will notice).
with apologies to Ludwig Wittgenstein

All people edit. We don't call it editing, of course. We call it thinking. Frogs think too. When a frog thinks
'food', it looks for a moving dot; in a cage of dead flies, a frog starves to death. When something does
not fit the category, it is not seen. Humans likewise. "Do you see nothing there?" Hamlet asks; "Nothing
at all; yet all that is I see", Gertrude replies, exemplifying (among other things) our difficulty with seeing
things not valued.[1] The reason for such editing is mental economy; given physiological computational
limits, operating with a limited set of categories and properties avoids cognitive paralysis. (So mind-sets,
schemas, stereotypes, prejudices; note the continuum. Thinking, as our hermeneuts know, is prejudice.)
As Bart Kosko noted:

Rounding off lies at the heart of working with symbols and speech. Rounding off compresses
information. It simplifies matters and reduces the many to the few, reduces the complex to the
manageable. We round off to get by and to get a quick handle on ideas and the pieces of our
changing world view. We have to simplify to get things going, at least at first (1993:90).

The corollary to simplification is repetition (ditto). Once certain associations are made or seen, it is easier
to see (or do or think) them again - and the more often we see/ do/ think something, the more easily it is
remembered. "Custom," notes Horatio, "hath made it in him a property of easiness" (5.1.69). Custom is
not only individual because experientially specific but social; culture's communal memory amplifies
individual memory, making some things easier to seedothink because they have been seendonethunk
before. Cognitive inertia - the tendency to continue sdt-ing what has been sdt-ed (with its corollary - the
tendency to not sdt what has not been often sdt-ed) - is a human trait likewise socially exemplified.

Repetition also curiously validates action-values: frequency makes us more certain, less reflexive (thus
Goebbels' "big lie"). The more often something occurs, the more familiar it is, the greater the chance it
will be osmotically introjected as "known". "What we know must be and is", "all that is I see" - therefore
"'Tis so". Claudius (1.2.98), Gertrude and Polonius (2.2.154) epitomise a universal human response. We
all exist within a value horizon whose processes of creation we forget because it is uncomfortable to
remember that how they were created is problematic. The problematic in human values, what is
increasingly seen to be problematic about many natural systems is their reciprocal/ feedback/ horizontal
causation (take your pick). A causes B causes C is a universal human cultural explanatory tropism that
appeals to a pyramid metaphor with an explanatory base (e.g., sex for Freudians, economics for
Marxists) from which all else flows. A raft metaphor - A causes B causes C causes A (to give a very
simple example) - both denies the idea of foundation and is rhetorically less powerful because messy. To
focus on how academic editors silently create and maintain reader's interpretations seemingly implies
linear causation - "they caused this". This initial discussion indicates that such editorial action
simultaneously expresses a raft of values (the physiology of thinking, various social interactions with
other types of editors including readers, directors and actors) which can only be lightly indicated.

My linear argument is that editors' failure to discuss their selections in Hamlet leaves readers at the

mercy of their unexpressed/ unconscious/ intuitive critical interpretations which most readers/ critics do
not treat as interpretations but as a primary source for their own response. From their own lack of

citation, they neither read Q1, Q2 or F1, nor a scholarly edition's variant band. The Hamlet they refer and
respond to is always and necessarily an edited text (necessarily because Folio and Q2, those texts
closest to authorial manuscript, contain errors we do not ascribe to Shakespeare because we construct
him as a supremely competent user of English.[My standard example is 36 instances in Q2 and 25 in
Folio of single word drop-out, resulting in grammatical or semantic nonsense.] But this expresses the
imperatives of bibliographic Logic which makes three assumptions. The first is the traditional idea of the
single author-genius. So, for Fredson Bowers, "a scholar must [note the imperative] survey all the
available textual evidence and reconstruct what he takes to have been the author's ultimate intention in a



form as close to the ideal as is possible according to the nature of the preserved materials" (1991:11)
One problem here (which I will not pursue just yet) is whether editors operate deductively or inductively
to create their sense of 'ultimate intention'. But the main problem is 'author' which can be best articulated
via J.J.McGann's sociological-bibliographic Logic (1993).

For McGann, author is 'author': the very means of production creates a new 'authorial' edition.
Authorship is communal rather than individual. So - a writer ('author') sends a manuscript to a publisher
who may formally request changes or informally and unilaterally make changes anyway (in both
cases,'author'). The compositors inevitably make mistakes ('authorial' variants), either unconsciously
(e.g., misreading) or consciously; technical space problems resulting from mis-counting lines
(casting-off) may require conscious changes. [The six pages in Q2 with 40 lines, all set by compositor X
(compared to the standard 39), occur because of miscounting. What happens when the miscount is
greater than one line? Various techiques save space but what happens when these cannot be used?
Possibly a line or even whole sections drop out. Where a battery of space-saving techniques occur,
drop-outs in the same section are more probably the result of compositorial problems than author-writer
revision.] The compositors, too, are 'authors'.

Every new re-set edition thus becomes a new 'authorial' work. And a text at any stage, either oral,

manuscript or set, may then be edited by others to create a new work. So - Q1 Hamlet is a probable
report by an actor trying to remember the play he was in with an unquantifiable input from publishers or

compositors. De Bestrafte Brudermord, a 17th century German acting version, seems to remember this.
And the more mainstream theatre then takes a set version (Folio) and edits it to conform with what they

think should be the case (so Q6, the 1776 Bell's and a host of other theatre prompt-books considered
later). To put it like this automatically means that authorial intention is an effect on the reader or perceiver
of the text in action. Thus every production of a drama (for example) is a new edition, a new work. There

is no Hamlet, merely Hamlets. Any difference between various social expressions of a text (either set or
production) creates a new "authorial"edition. The writer is merely one among many. Thus the sociological
construction of authorship.

This seems very compelling but it must be emphasised that it is one logic among others. It is not a prime
or basic logic (just as the traditional author-genius is not prime or basic). The way to attack it is to
reconsider the ideas of editing, corruption (of the single individual view-point) and, crucially, censorship.
Without an idea of the individual view-point, there can be no idea of corruption, no idea of mistake and
no idea of censorship, every work being a new serial edition. I am not prepared to surrender those terms.
And yet I am not prepared to deny the logic. A classic post-structural acceptance of contradictory and
incommensurable metaphysical positions (a position is metaphysical when based on unprovable but

asserted propositions); author is both individual, specific and unique, and a sociological expression. As
Peter Shillingsburg puts it:

To say the idea of authorial pre-eminence is wrong and a social/ materialist view of shared
authority is right is to indulge in progressive enthusiasm. Each view has its reason for
appealing to us as useful. ... But if I winced at the juxtaposition of 'what the author did' and
'what the author wanted', imagine the reaction to the juxtaposition of 'what the publisher did'
and 'what the author wanted'. Correcting one apparent oversimplification by substituting
another one is a curious sort of progress (1995:368-69).

The linear text is the next assumption. "Authors of note", writes Bowers "should have standard edited
texts of maximum use to the widest variety of readers" (1991:11). Most critics are really articulate readers
who demand what they are used to - and what they are used to is the linear text. So Shillingsburg notes:

Texts are traditionally published and read in linear form; so when alternative authoritative
readings exist, choices must be made in order to have a clear reading text in a traditional
linear form. Readers are used to reading a single text uninterrupted by alternative readings.
They cannot read two texts simultaneously. Therefore, when there is competing authority -
two or more readings competing for a single place in the linear or single reading text - then
some principle of selection must be invoked. That principle inevitably reflects a critically based
point of view (1995:85).

The effect of this assumption on the so-called scholarly edition of Shakespearian plays is critically
disastrous. If the nineteenth-century had the three volume novel, twentieth-century editors create the
four-tier text - introduction/ general editorial principles; linear text (in, say, 11 point type); variant band (8



point); notes (9 point) with the New Arden Hamlet adding another layer of Long Notes at the end.
Reading the linear text thus established requires doing your own cross-indexing from a non-indexed
introduction, variant band, and notes. This parallel reading results in reader overload and consequent
criticism of an edition occurs at a simplifying high bibliographic level of what particular bibliographic
principles - documentary, aesthetic, sociological, historical - should establish such a text.

But let's go back a bit and ask - what is the purpose of the scholarly edition? First is establishing line/
page numbers to allow easy citation by (particularly) academic readers to all the text of the sources.
Editions (like the New Arden or New Oxford) which invoke high-level interpretative principles to exclude
text (so Harold Jenkins believes actors interpolate; G.R. Hibbard, that Folio is a sequential authorial
revision) do not allow easy reference to such excluded text. The second is to provide glossing
information. The third, inherent in the idea of reconstructing what an editor 'takes to have been' the
author's ultimate intention, is to put an editor's interpretation as the author's. The editor, in other words,
can and does colonise the readers by giving them no choice as to what counts as text and therefore
restricts the reader's interpretative freedom. They do this because they are committed to the idea of a
linear text (one text equals true text).

If an editor assumes a linear clear reading text then there is invariably a non-linear text called the variant
band. This is characteristically a collection of fragmented text that cannot be read in sentence form,
keyed to the main text by line number. Unreadable as a body of text, unreadable as a parallel text (since
it requires mentally re-inserting the fragments into the main text ), it is thus unread. A scholarly
genuflection to thoroughness and accuracy ('all the text is there'), readers cannot use it. To turn Bowers
back on himself, "'Whatever for?' strikes me as a pertinent question when we come to consider the
purpose and use of apparatus". If an editor plays fairly with all their cards face-up, they would point and
thoroughly discuss their choice of bibliographic variants in notes, cross-referencing such discussion to
general principles established in the introduction to at least allow argument for a choice to be
reconstructed. If they do not (and for reasons of space they cannot) then the variant band can and, in

Hamlet's case, does become a scholarly trashcan for hiding things. My own educated-into-editorial-
paranoia opinion is that rather than rely on editors' intermittent honesty - dump the variant band.

To assume a clear reading text as the only way assumes that how things have always been done is
somehow "natural" rather than learned. Ordinary readers typically rate as highly important an
undisrupted reading. [Reasonably so, since this is most efficient for gaining basic ideas about a text - but
if an editor bibliographically does this, they pre-suppose knowledge of what the basic ideas are.] Thus
the market demand for a 'clear reading text' to which students can bring their ordinary readerly
competence, untroubled by 'extraneous' questions. This demand plus economic constraints, induces
publishers to only support scholarly editions targeted at the lowest common denominator and largest
section of the scholarly market, the first time student reader. Since all critics start as students, this is one
factor in an inertial feedback; implicitly taught by their own student experience, most critics continue to
valorise a critically innocent 'clear reading text'. No current bibliographical approach, even after twenty
years of wider theoretical interest, has radically changed 'the persistence of innocent trust in the text
itself' precisely because that is the implicit rhetoric of a linear presentation. As Shillingsburg notes, with
reference to Herschel Parker:

The sorry fact is that most critics begin with whatever text is at hand and trust that it is the
text, never questioning whether it is "ideal" or not, or else considering the issue unimportant.
For them the text at hand is "ideal" because it is handy. ... Critics who have been sensitized
by stories of criticism based on "wrong" texts ask for an ideal text to be edited and given to

them as a fait accompli - a springboard, as it were, to the higher realms of criticism. (1984:80)

But with Shakespearian collateral substantive texts, there is no 'higher realm of criticism' which can
ignore a 'technical' bibliographic lower realm. Critics are not merely readers, deploying the ordinary

reader's intuitive meaning-creating reading operations, but public readers, required to publicly justify their
interpretations. The best critics are not linear; to recover semantic problematics (irony, ambiguity,
ambivalence, incoherence, contradiction, incommensurability) reads texts with a simultaneous awareness
of competing values. They do and should be capable of consciously reading various texts in parallel (and

not merely on the word level but on various metaphysical levels). This means teaching students to read
differently.

It also implies that edited texts which do not highlight their interpretative nature are, by definition,
critically inadequate irrespective of purpose. As critics who must become aware of competing values, we



do not need a single clear reading text and a band of unregarded scraps from the editorial table, a
process encouraging delusions of an 'innocent' reader response. What we need is a multiple text

encouraging questioning of that response. So my opinion that, in the book-context of Hamlet, the only

critically adequate edition of collateral texts is either interlinear or perhaps preferably (given the
advantages of a clear reading text) the simultaneous presentation of facsimile Q2 and F versions,
together with an edited text.[2] Giving equal rhetorical visual priority to an edited text's sources does not
merely allow but encourages (rather than discourages) readers to critically engage with both the formal
academic editor and those curious editor-authors, the Q2 and F compositors. Editors are critics and their
texts should facilitate criticism, most especially of the reading implicit in their own editorial decisions.[3] If
such a full-blown multiple-parallel reading apparatus maximises your reading freedom, allowing effective
reconstruction of the actual social form on which an editor's opinion text is based, it is incredibly time
consuming, however necessary. An alternative, and a good alternative because it utilises linear reading
procedures readers are already familiar with, is to present the variants in obvious competition for single
grammatical slots. By slowing down your reading, this deconstructive oscillation enforces a continual

justificatory praxis and a not static justified gnosis; the editor, like everyone else, can argue for their
choices but the text still wavers. So, in this swing through the play (where I will also argue for bits and
pieces of a particular interpretation), Q2 variants are given in [square] and Folio {curly} brackets. Only
one bracketed word indicates its presence only in that edition.

First stop is the cellarage section of 1.5.142 ff. and a local interpretation, based on an undiscussed
editorial choice of Jenkins, supporting a majority reading. [Which is also undiscussed because it
describes theatrical performance - cultural repetition so familiar that it is now a critical "'Tis so". Thus no
articles on the cellarage and critical 'analysis' of one thousand words and usually less in the books. Why
analyse for what we always already know?] Apart from me, everyone sees the cellarage as a simple
swearing ceremony, surrounded by theatrical action indicating comic relief (Hamlet bustles around the
stage), which protects and validates revenge symbolising the sword as Christian-religious via the

cross-hilt. This appropriates a theatrical tradition begun by Garrick and repeated by Dr Johnson in
1765.[4] The two culturally disseminated it so successfully - one by theatrical performance's repetitive
'metaphysics of presence' and the other through deference to intellectual authority - that it is now taken
for granted.[5] [The silence of "'Tis so"; a cultural authorial practice.]

In opposition to this, I will state my perception. Hamlet, wishing to protect his pursuit of justice/ revenge
and unhappy with the oath his comrades have sworn "in faith", proposes they swear on his sword - and
finds the Ghost, speaking symbolically as an Elizabethan devil from "the hell" beneath the stage,
prompting the action. [Modern editors deny their readers this information; so T.J.B. Spencer baldly stated
in 1980, "the space under the stage was known as the cellarage" (112), repeated by Philip Edwards in
1985, and put as a more restrained 1987 question by Hibbard; "Could it have been a theatrical name for
the space under the stage" (194). Without evidence, the answer is no.] Hamlet responds to the Ghost's
"Swear" with

[Ha, ha]{ah ha}, boy, say'st thou so? Art thou there, truepenny?
[Come on. You heare]{Come one you heere} this fellow in the cellarage.
Consent to swear.
1.5.150-2

I will not deal with the "Come ... " problematic; simple grammatical and semantic sieves indicate the
extremely high probability that Q2 is correct.[The bibliographically nasty problem is that Q1, a probable
report of performance set by compositors, agrees with F. This automatically requires editorial discussion.]
The problem I will address is [Ha, ha]{ah ha}. Which is more probable (or are they indifferent)? Simple
sieves do not work; do more complex semantic considerations prompt one rather than the other? Start
with the surrounding words: what forces the dislocation of address, from "I'll call thee Hamlet,/ King,

father, royal Dane" of 1.4.44-5 to thou"boy",thou "truepenny" and "fellow"? Since thou's meanings - of
invocation, intimacy or derogation - are contextual, its meaning changes when the context changes from
"king, father, royal Dane" to "boy/ truepenny/ fellow". So an odd observation: the only stability in the
Ghost's characterisation is a pronominal whose information load marks the speaker's emotional attitude.
Thus you must always investigate what that attitude is; paradoxically, as the attitude changes, so does
the Ghost.

The first point is that "boy" is insulting when applied to an adult (so its use against blacks - or
Coriolanus); it denies maturity and competence. And "truepenny" and "fellow" are insulting when applied
to a character Hamlet wants to see as possessing the high status and consequent authority of King,



father, royal Dane. Thou is derogatory. And yet defensively derogatory. The Ghost acts such that its
previous names cannot be used and yet the name its present action implies (speaking as a devil from
"the hell") must not be used. So Hamlet uses the morally neutral terms "boy", "truepenny" and "fellow"
even if these socially insult a King's ghost. The Ghost acting as a devil is so disturbing that Hamlet uses
words to avoid it. Unable to construe it in terms of heaven and unwilling to construe it in terms of hell, he
tries confining his interpretation of the Ghost to the naturalistic world of earth even if this involves an
insulting fall in social status. His perturbation is not caused by witnesses nor by a pre-existing hysterical
tension in facing the supernatural; it is caused by what the Ghost says and where it speaks from. "<?>,
boy, say'st thou so? Art thou there, truepenny?" Did you say that? [pause; wait for answer] Are you there
(in hell)? [pause; wait for answer]. We know this because merely asking the questions forces him to
change the Ghost's names; its symbolic values are being pulled down. [Looking ahead; when the Ghost
repeats its prompting, its names fall even further - from the social earth of boy, truepenny, fellow to the
under-earth of "old mole" and "pioner". But these get too close to a moral reality Hamlet wants to avoid
seeing because it questions revenge.]

The dynamics of the silence between the questions are interesting, however; given no further disruptive
answer from uncomfortable places, he can gradually re-establish his former perception. When the Ghost
fails to respond, Hamlet fills its silence with his own names, parasynonymically sliding up from "boy"(less
than a man, immature - a deadly insult as Elizabethan nobles or Coriolanus could explain) to
"truepenny" (an honest or true fellow, a socially lower variation on his "It is an honest ghost") to
eventually "fellow" (still socially insulting because if it is not the worst, it is still not the best "royal Dane" -
but at least its truth need not be asserted). Hamlet's initial response is not the delighted discovery of F's
Eureka response "Ah ha", and Jenkins (following Dover Wilson) is wrong to see this as a "mocking
levity""welcoming its collaboration in the sweaing ritual" (459). Until it is explained what is so delightful
about discovering "Hamlet/ King, father, royal Dane" as boy, truepenny and fellow then "Ah ha" cannot
be used. These names are not humorous or comic but insults, expressing a sense of incongruity
preceded by the laughter of shock ("Ha, ha"). The Ghost in the cellarage thus does not authorise
revenge but radically questions it, forcing Hamlet to delay his aristocratic socially instituted "instinctive"
response to revenge and examine what is so wrong about revenge that even hell "prompts" it. Hamlet
thus delays because the Ghost acts such that if he sees the symbolism of its action, he must delay. He
tries very hard not to but the Ghost, externalising Hamlet's own perception of something wrong with
revenge, insistently forces him to.

The point to emphasise, however, is that bibliographic sensitivity (which editors should both exemplify
and encourage in their readers) is a useful 'bottom-up' corrective to 'top-down' theories. [Or do you
believe that a theory exists in a Platonic space, independent of what it explains? Is theory prior for you, a
given, or is it interactive with and falsifiable by events? Do you read down from a theory, an
interpretation, a reading - or do you read up from events to construct a theory? Deductive versus
inductive: if we are only deductive then we edit events to fit the theory. Thus the problem with taking
something to be authorial intention. Always remember - the frog has theory about food. We should do
both.] Now another example of bottom-up bibliographic sensitivity resulting in questioning a theory. The
theory at stake here is whether "To be" is about Hamlet contemplating suicide or contemplating what
gives pause to his revenge.

For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th'oppressor's wrong, the [proud]{poor} man's contumely,
The pangs of [despiz'd]{dispriz'd} love, the law's delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of th'unworthy takes,
When he himself may his quietus make
With a bare bodkin? Who would {these} fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscovered country from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,
And makes us bear those ills we have,
Than fly to others that we know not of?
3.1.70-82

The soliloquy's two Janus-faced questions: who would bear A when they could do X; who would bear A
but for Y. Same premiss, different consequences. Here, I consider what happens when you are



bibliographically sensitive to the problematic of "{these} fardels". Both "who would fardels bear" and
"who would these fardels bear" are grammatical so this sieve does not help. Nor does the metrical sieve;
dramatic poetry is not formally strict (e.g., the sonnet) but regular. Shakespeare's regularity may be the
iambic pentameter but regularities neither predict nor determine any particular case - the problem of
probability. That leaves that other probabilistic area - semantics. What does "fardels" refer to? Are they
general and open-ended fardels, or do they constitute some specific and relatively closed category,
these fardels?

The first thing to note is metaphorical variation combined with grammatical repetition. The passive fardels
are also the active whips and scorns of time, both being borne (carried/ endured/ suffered/ allowed). The
intervening list of six instances thus define the metaphorically general phrases at both ends. You
immediately see a recursion to bibliographical considerations; before you can define the list, you must
first deal with the variants "[proud]{poor} man's" and "[despiz'd]{dispriz'd} love" - and yet to choose may
involve considering the list! In this case I'll just assert indifference (although I could argue very strong
preferences for [proud] and {dispriz'd}). Note also the problem of elision; who does the despising/
disprizing of (implicitly) our love? A woman - or a man ("I love her more than thou can do" "Withdraw and

prove it too"; see Dream 3.2.254-5)? The question now is whether there is a common denominator - and
the answer is yes. First denominator; they are all social. No natural disasters, hunger, homelessness,
cold, disease. A sense of oppressive wrongs, contempt ("contumely"), despising or disprizing love, the
law's delay, insolence and spurns are not what the World, Life or Fortune does to us but are all done by
humans to humans. Not the World or Life or Fortune in its totality of bad luck and uncontrollable natural
events but the more restricted social world.

Second denominator: all are performative assaults on self-value, i.e., insults. Third denominator: who

does it? Treating the one doing the despising/ disprizing as male (so Demetrius and Lysander in Dream )
- men. Fourth denominator: subject. They are "ours", borne by "us", a "we" - I as part of or representative
of a group. The "I" is the speaker, Hamlet (pronominals are empty sets defined by a discourse); what
group does he see himself a part of? Humanity - or a more specific social group, say Hamlet as an
aristocratic Prince of Denmark? How does "humanity" react to insulting derogation? Variously. How do
aristocratic nobles (to be counted noble) respond to the insulting behaviour of other men? They
contemplate taking arms; actually, unreflexively acting out the script they never knew they learned but
treat as 'obvious', natural and healthy, they think it nobler to immediately take arms against any "who
does me this" (2.2.586).

Notice how bibliographic sensitivity expands into a more usual textual analysis which can only be limned
here. Notice once again what happens when editors silently choose (the usual action) or when readers

can only easily access the critically unacceptable "F's these , though sometimes defended,
unwarrantably limits the burdens to the ones just specified"(Jenkins, fn l.74). And I suppose "those ills"
(81) does the same? Note that Jenkins (and most other editors) editorially choose so they can mentally

add natural disasters, etc., to the list. Not so; these fardels (like those ills ) deictically refers to a category
of events with a common denominator. If those events are all social then the theory that Hamlet
contemplates suicide because the World, Life or Fortune is unbearable goes down. Now another
discussion of what happens when critics are oblivious to editors' covert critical interpretation conditioning
their reading.

Hamlet: [Heare]{heere}, thou incestuous, {murd'rous}, damned Dane,
Drink [of]{off} this potion. Is [the Onyx uncorr. Unice]{thy union} here?
Follow my mother.
5.2.324-6

I will not repeat previously presented analysis for here and of (Morgan 1988). I concluded that it does not
matter whether hear or here is chosen. Both destabilise the revenge reading though the invariably
chosen and undiscussed here is preferable; as an attention-getter ("Here, waiter"), it homonymically
incorporates hear, and additionally directs coming here to do something (so Q1's "Come drink, here"). It
is undiscussed of course because if you act on the bibliographic imperative to discuss which word is
preferred and why, the revenge action - Hamlet forces Claudius to do an action (drink) - begins to fall.
Either Hamlet enjoins Claudius to "Hear", pay attention to what I say, and implicitly coming here, do this
(and we do know, don't we, that you cannot force another to drink?) - or he enjoins Claudius to pay
attention/ come here, do this. The phrases "Here, do this/ here, eat this/ here drink this" means that

another is invited (however imperatively) to come here to do this. The question I'll focus on, however, is -
where did the traditional "Hamlet forces Claudius to drink" come from. And my answer (unsurprisingly) is



- from the interaction of various silent editorial/ authorial actions.

The academic-editorial focus is the universal failure to discuss choice. I lie; Parrott and Craig in 1936

uniquely have this: "Folio modernises off which the sense requires" (244). No need to discuss the

obvious, is there? Problem; if Claudius drinks off the potion (allowing a sense of force because the
amount drunk is specified) then he drinks all, completely, entirely, to the end. Since there is "some liquor
left" (5.2.343), Hamlet apparently forces Claudius to drink all the potion - and leaves some. Thus one

reason to prefer of is micro-textual coherency; of course some liquor is left when Claudius only drinks of

the potion. But without discussion, editors universally choose off because they have a theory that Hamlet
kills Claudius in a certain way. Or rather - a theory, ironically created by another type of editor, has them.
An intricate little story, this.

The last pre-Civil War performance of Hamlet was 1637; the next 1661; cultural repetition ceases for

twenty four years. When Hamlet returns, the performance rights are owned-monopolised at London's
culturally dominant center by Sir William Davenant who is enthused by the painted back-drop and the
proto-opera. To keep the audience's attention while the scenery changes, "very curious dances" are
performed between the acts (Taylor 1989: 49). Too long to be conveniently acted, 600 lines are cut from
Q6.[6] These cuts are over-determined by the protorationalism of neo-Classicism together with an
introjected censor sensitised by the Civil War's religious argument; religious reference is the prime focus
of the cuts. One cut is the cup line; Claudius can now only die by being stabbed to death (so Hibbard in
1987 changes F's "Hurts the King" to "Stabs"). This 156 year tradition, not only in London and the

provinces but Germany, continues to the present.[7] When John Philip Kemble re-instituted the Folio line
in June 1817 (Folio because it is the most common text; only six Q2 copies exist, one discovered in
Poland in 1960. Cultural production thus enforces interpretation), he thus read it in the tradition of
Hamlet killing Claudius - Hamlet now kills Claudius by forcing him to drink.[8] This is repeated for
centuries; "'Tis so."

So - what is it like to be interpretatively colonised by a seventeenth-century proto-director and a
nineteenth-century actor ('authors')?

Back in the world of critical action rather than unreflexive response to custom - "Drink [of] this potion" in
this cup/ chalice refers to the Christian communion. "Let every man therefore examine himself, and so let
them eat of this bread and drink of this cup. ... For if wee would judge ourselves we should not be
judged" (1 Corinthians 11:29/ 32; my emphasis. From a 1596 London edition of the 1560 Geneva.
External textual reference sieve; a major Elizabethan cultural icon performed every Sunday). Hamlet

"commends th'ingredience our poison'd chalice/ To our own lips" (Macbeth 1.7.11-12), inviting Claudius

to judge himself by following his mother and, like her, willingly drink (note the semantics of "follow my

mother" when juxtaposed with her "I will" drink; note that I have also not discussed served). And just as

Lear would, so Claudius; "I will drink it"(Lear 4.7.72: note also the voluntary drinking of poison in sonnets
111.9 "I will drink", 114, 118, 119; authorial textual reference sieves indicating Shakespearian obsession

with voluntarily drinking pharmakon). Stripped of "my crown, mine own ambition and my Queen"(3.3.55),
stripped of his worldly life by the poisoned wound, the murderous Claudius is yet allowed hope by a
triple murderous other who, forced to see even his worst enemy as a "dear mother" (4.3.49) he cannot
contrive against (1.5.84-88), has "this my virtue." "Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg,/ Yea, curb and
woo for leave to do him good" (3.4.153/ 155-6). Even the male "Vice of kings" (3.4.99) is granted his
human right to judge himself and thus - the desperate faith of a despairing hope granted by a "cruel only
to be kind" charity - avoid judgment.

You can, if you wish, continue to think Hamlet an indeterminate mystery. This has been repeated many

times. And you can thus continue to construct it according to the 17 dots of revenge, vengeance and

justice, editing out religious reference and editing its 80 odd dead flies of love down to sex (which does
not occur in the play; academics are obsessed with euphemisms for fucking). [This editing also ignores

help, mercy, friendship, charity and grace ; maybe the play is about who do you love - mother, father,
friends, men, women, even enemies? - and how do you love them; do you treat them as object thing -
instruments of advancement, a walking living breathing collection of sexual parts, things, animals, less
than human - or as subject self?] Editing out, editing in, editing down. Or you can rethink two questions.

Hamlet itself and a wider point; if interpretations of Hamlet, the most edited play in the second most
edited body of English literature after the Bible, have been covertly determined and naturalised by
various editorial-authorial actions - what about the other texts you read? Or will you repeatedly act on the
principle that 'as for our texts, our editors can make them for us'? You're kidding me, aren't you? You are
editors - take responsibility for your authorial-editing; become aware of what conditions your reading.



Investigate both the history of your texts and the history of yourself. Those unaware of history are
compelled to thoughtlessly repeat it.

Endnotes

[1] 3.4. pp.132-3; the Signet Hamlet , ed. Edward Hubler New York: NEL, 1963, is used as a through line

numbering reference. Q1 is The Tragicall Historie of Hamlet Prince of Denmarke , London, 1603; Q2,

The Tragicall Historie of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke , London, 1604-05; F or Folio, THE TRAGEDIE OF

HAMLET, Prince of Denmarke, London, 1623. references to other Shakespearian plays are from the

various New Arden editions. Return to endnote reference.
[2] This phrase "in the context of a book" is important. "For years, Todd Bender has been writing about
the feasibility of the electronic book with variant texts stacked into a three dimensional field on a
computer screen" (Shillingsburg, 91). In an economic context where bad or critically inadequate editions
drive out good editions (Shillingsburg's version of Gresham's Law, bad money drives out good money;

126), this must be the way to go. Return to endnote reference.

[3] See for example, Paul Werstine, "Narratives about Printed Shakespeare Texts" SQ 41 (1990), or

Michael J. Warren, "Textual Problems and Editorial Assertions in Shakespeare" in Textual Criticism and

Literary Interpretation . ed. J.J. McGann, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985. Return to endnote

reference.

[4] Noted on p. 171 of Dr Johnson's The Plays of WIlliam Shakespeare , vol. 8. (London, 1765). Return to

endnote reference.

[5] So, for example, the New Swan Shakespeare Hamlet ed. Bernard Lott (London: Longman, 1968) fn.

l.146; E.A.J. Honigmann, Shakespeare's Seven Tragedies London: Macmillan, 1976, p.76; Jenkins, fn. l

.154. Return to endnote reference.

[6] Preface, The/ Tragedy/ of/ Hamlet/ As t is now Acted by Her MAJESTIES/ Servants . aka Q6, London,

1676; Facsimile. London: Cornmarket, 1969. Return to endnote reference.

[7] The sequence is the London 1676 Q6 > the Dublin Shakespearian Prompt Books of the Seventeenth

Century: The Smock Alley Hamlet vol.4. Facs. ed. G. Blakemore Evans Charlottesville: U of Virginia P,

1966, > Bell's Edition of Shakespeare's Plays ./ As they are now performed at the/ Theatre Royal in
London: Regulated from the Prompt Books of each House. London, 1774; facs. London: Cornmarket,

1969, > Hamlet: Charles Kean 1859 ed.T.J.B. Spencer London: Cornmarket, 1971, > Gregori Kosintzev's

1964 film, Hamlet . We know that Hamlet did not force Claudius to drink in Germany because Ludwig

Tieck first saw Kemble perform the act in 1817; see John A. Mills, Hamlet on Stage: The Great Tradition ,

London: Greenwood Press, 1985. p.67. Charles Lamb Tales from Shakespeare London, 1807 also did
not see Claudius drinking; despite the text, what was not seen in performance was not part of his

recounted story. Return to endnote reference.

[8] Kemble Prompt Books Facsimile. ed. C.A. Shattuck, Charlottesville: Virginia UP, 1974. Return to

endnote reference.
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